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About This Game

The mysterious disappearance of a chief engineer Jonathan Finch, interrupts the construction of a trunk railway. Construction
company forced to freeze works. The head of the company sends a film footage with records of the accident to his friend, an ex-

army officer Richard Stone. Richard's attention rivets one of the tragical moments. He notices the stone monument, and its
origin become a riddle for the hero. Having agreed to participate in the investigation, Richard doesn't suspect yet, he takes a

dangerous path of a defender of an ancient civilization.

Features:

32 Animated and Picturesque Game Scenes

More Than 20 Challenging Mini Games

The inventory Objects Are Composite and Unique

Multipurpose Cane will help you out in tough situations

Mysterious Cryptex will be open by founding all crystals

Never get lost with our Interactive Map

Choose between 3 difficulty modes
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Good graphics, ♥♥♥♥♥♥ gameplay.
Died 1000 times before finishing the game.
Awesome. LOVE IT. It is my current productivity killer.

- Lots of good old fashion simple fun.
- Good difficulty progression .
- Doesn't take itself to seriously. The AI bot provides a bit of comendy without being over bearing.
- Clever level design with lots of variety
- Fun theme.

I am constantly on the look out for these types of games.
Highly recommended.. buggier then assassins creed unity. This game felt very boring and not scary at all.
Many of the areas feels like they are copied and paste.
But yeah this is my opinion of the game and will probably not be the same for you.. The game is in many ways extremely
flawed. The GUI is a complete pain, especially in portions where Sherlock needs to be moved around with precision, as he
requires several second to just turn around, even when trying to avoid guards, and the game world is filled with invisible walls.
The fixed third-person perspective also often turns the game into pixel hunt. Besides that, the game also pointlessly makes the
player manually select dialogue options, even though all need to be cycled through, and all are recording in the journal, so there's
no need to ever revisit them.

Meanwhile, the story does make for an entertaining enough whodunnit, which isn't dampened even by the dismal voice-acting.
At the end of each chapter the game makes the player pick the right clues to yield the correct deduction, which is a neat feature,
as it prompts the player to pay attention and use their noggin, instead of just clicking on everything and letting Sherlock do the
reasoning. For most part, the deductions are sensible, too, though all the contrived puzzles people use to lock their saves and
whathaveyou certainly push the limits of believability.
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Lovecraft + nonlinear + many endings + rich story = everything I need in good adventure game.. This is one of those titles that I
kind of wish I could give a neutral review for.

I mean, I suppose I shouldn't have been expecting much, given the price of the game, but still not sure that it was worth it; more
so the time I could have spent playing something else, TBH.

It's quite short; a full playthrough will only last about half an hour tops. Replay value kinda seems minimal once you've gone and
beaten the game one. There's other achievements to be had, but hunting them out seem more like an exercise in tedium than
anything else.

Not too much in the way of depth, or story. Overall, I probably wouldn't recommend. Even for a dollar at the -66% off Summer
sale price point, there's better use of your time.. waw i like this game.... For this price, you really can learn a lot. For real
driving. I mean, parking( in real life, it's very important).So instructive!!!. I didn't expect much from suck a cheap game, but I
feel like it's enough for me. I like the plot, but I feel like there is something missing in it.
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